We consider supersymmetric theories on a space with compact space-like slices. One can count BPS representations weighted by (−1) F , or, equivalently, study supersymmetric partition functions by compactifying the time direction. A special case of this general construction corresponds to the counting of short representations of the superconformal group.
Introduction
Since the work of Witten [1] it has been clear that in some situations non-perturbative computations in supersymmetric theories can be performed at weak (or even zero) coupling.
Suppose we are given a supercharge Q with {Q, Q † } = ∆ where ∆ is some conserved charge.
Let the Hilbert space be H, then we may consider the following index:
F is a Z 2 -valued fermion number operator such that [F, Q] = −Q. q i stand for conserved charges that commute with Q, [q i , Q] = 0 (therefore, they also commute with ∆) and z i are the fugacities associated with the q i .
From the above, it follows that only states with ∆ = 0 contribute to I. The next key observation is that representations of the algebra {Q, Q † } = 0 are short compared to the case that ∆ = 0. Finally, two short representations can combine to a long representation only if they have different fermion numbers.
Therefore, the trace (1.1) is independent of continuous coupling constants and it can be often computed at zero coupling. 1 An obstacle to the idea of carrying out such computations in many interesting supersymmetric quantum field theories is that in supersymmetric theories one often has a continuous moduli space of vacua. Then, the states in the kernel of ∆ form a continuum and it is not clear how to define (1.1).
A possible way to proceed is to study the theory on M d−1 × R with M d−1 some compact d − 1-dimensional manifold. Since on curved spaces one often finds that the scalar fields are coupled to curvature, one may hope that the continuous moduli space is lifted. If so, the index (1.1) can be computed [3] and it is an interesting object to study. As an example, we could take dual theories and compactify them on the same space M d−1 ×R.
Then, a nontrivial check of the duality would be that the indices for the dual theories agree.
Not every choice of M d−1 is consistent with preserving some supersymmetry. We will recall the conditions that M d−1 needs to satisfy in order for it to be consistent with unbroken supersymmetry.
1 One has to make sure not to introduce coupling constants which modify the Hilbert space too radically. See for example [2] for a discussion that also pertains to some of the cases of interest below.
A particularly interesting choice to make is M d−1 = S d−1 . Further, we can take the field theory to be superconformal. Then, since S d−1 × R is conformally flat, the index (1.1) in this case can be related via radial quantization to counting local operators in R d that sit in short representations of the superconformal group.
One of the natural fugacities that one can introduce in supersymmetric field theories on S Here we have assumed that the fermions have periodic boundary conditions. The length of the S 1 is β ≡ 2πr 1 ≡ T −1 . We have also allowed for various chemical potentials µ i that couple to conserved charges q i which commute with the SUSY generators on
Most of our discussion will be in the context of N = 1 d = 4 theories. The case of (1, 0) theories in d = 6 is analogous. For technical reasons, everywhere below we assume the existence of an R-symmetry.
First of all, some preliminaries: An interesting family of spaces M 3 × R which admit unbroken SUSY generators which do not depend on time (i.e. do not depend on the coordinate of R) is obtained by taking M 3 to be a Seifert manifold [4, 5, 6] . A Seifert manifold is simply an S 1 fibration over a Riemann surface. (Some simple examples in this class are therefore S 2 × S 1 , S 3 , and Lens spaces.) Such spaces preserve at least two supersymmetry generators δ ζ and δ ζ of opposite R-charge. Since the supersymmetry generators are time-independent, there is no obstruction to compactifying R → S 1 and we can thus consider M 4 = M 3 × S 1 with M 3 any Seifert manifold.
The total four-dimensional space M 4 = M 3 × S 1 is then guaranteed to be a complex manifold, 2 and there is a holomorphic Killing vector that points in a direction which is a linear combination of the Seifert circle and the S 1 in M 3 ×S 1 . Let us call this holomorphic Killing vector K. The SUSY algebra is then {δ ζ , δ ζ } = 2iδ K , δ 2 In most generality (which we will not need in this paper), for R-symmetric N = 1 theories in four dimensions, a four-manifold M 4 can preserve at least one supersymmetry generator if and only if it is a complex manifold [4, 5] .
We will show that when the S 1 becomes small, i.e. β → 0, the leading contribution to the supersymmetric partition function (1.2) with µ i = 0 is universal and takes the form
where L M 3 is a length scale associated to the manifold M 3 . We will provide an explicit formula for L M 3 that can be used to evaluate it on any Seifert manifold. Tr(R) is the mixed anomaly of the R-symmetry of the theory. Note that a volume term (i.e. a term that goes like β −3 ) is absent from (1.4) . This is the usual statement that supersymmetric theories do not generate a cosmological constant.
If the theory is superconformal and M 3 = S 3 , then, by the state-operator correspondence, H(S 3 ) is isomorphic to the space of local operators of the SCFT in R 4 . The generator H which commutes with the SUSY algebra is a combination of the conformal dimension ∆ and the R-charge R, H = ∆ + 1 2 R. Recall that the R-symmetry that sits in the superconformal group satisfies [7] Tr(R) = 16(a − c). Then, from (1.4) we find that β → 0 :
where we have taken the radius of the S 3 to be one. Only operators that sit in short representations of the superconformal group contribute to the left hand side of (1.5), see [8] .
Therefore, (1.5) encodes a universal property of the spectral density of "heavy" BPS operators in N = 1 SCFTs in four dimensions. As in the more general case (1.4), equation (1.5) can be refined to include a squashing parameter of S 3 . Note that (1.5) implies that a − c can be computed just from the spectrum of BPS operators. (Conventionally, the a-and c-anomalies are extracted from three-point functions of the energy-momentum supermultiplet.) A statement that seems to be related was recently made in the context of holography [9] , see also the more explicit suggestion of [10] . Equation (1.5) is reminiscent of Cardy's universal formula [11] in two dimensions
where c is the Virasoro central charge and the spatial circle is again taken to have radius one. Equation (1.6) is intimately related to the modular group in two dimensions. It would be nice to understand if the analogy to (1.5) thus suggests the existence of similar structures in d > 2, at least for this class of supersymmetric observables.
Six-dimensional (1, 0) theories can be studied on S 5 × S 1 while preserving supersymmetry. While we are able to prove (1.5) in quite some generality, some of the necessary preliminary work on supersymmetry in six (and five) dimensions has not been carried out yet. Nevertheless, we use more heuristic methods that lead to the following universal proposal for the β → 0 limit of the partition function on S 5 × S 1 (with ω 1,2,3 being squashing parameter [12] (and r 5 being the radius of the S 5 ):
where κ 1,2,3 are theory-dependent coefficients that are related to the coefficients in the eight-form anomaly polynomial (R is the Riemann curvature two-form, F is the field strength of the SU (2) R symmetry)
by
Our normalization is such that κ 1 = κ 2 = κ 3 = 1 for a free vector multiplet.
We will now explain briefly how we obtain (1.4) and (1.7). It is helpful to start from the usual thermal partition function of QFT (not necessarily supersymmetric). We thus consider an arbitrary QFT on the space M 3 × S 1 with the fermions assigned anti-periodic boundary conditions along the circle. This partition function captures the equilibrium properties of the quantum field theory at finite temperature
let us assume the theory has a conserved U (1) symmetry, with q being the corresponding charge. It is useful to introduce a background metric g µν that couples to the energymomentum tensor and a background gauge field A µ that couples to the conserved current.
In order to obtain correlation functions at zero Matsubara frequency, one can reduce over the S 1 and find a local three-dimensional functional, W, of the background metric and gauge field. Derivatives of W with respect to the background fields generate equilibrium correlation functions of the energy-momentum tensor and the conserved current. The expansion in derivatives of W corresponds to the expansion in the radius of S 1 compared to the radius of M 3 . (If M 3 = R 3 then the expansion in derivatives is just the usual expansion in the 3d momentum relative to the plasma.)
The functional W of the background fields contains the following Chern-Simons (CS)
where a is the KK photon (i.e. the mixed components of the metric tensor) and A is the three-dimensional gauge field. The coefficient k has been calculated in several examples (both in free theories [13] and at strong coupling using holography [14] ) and found to be proportional to the coefficient of the mixed U (1)-gravitational anomaly
This relation was conjectured to hold in general in [14] and generalized to higher (even) dimensions in [15] . Evidence for the robustness of (1.11) in the context of perturbation theory was given in [16] . A non-perturbative explanation was presented in [17] (and further studied and generalized in [18] , [19] ) by assuming some regularity properties of the partition function on background geometries with conical singularities. In the main text we will give a very simple non-perturbative derivation of (1.11) in a large class of theories.
In the context of supersymmetric theories, the local term (1.10) needs to be supersymmetrized (one needs to remember that (1.11) is derived for anti-periodic boundary conditions, so this introduces a small complication that we will address). When the U (1) symmetry is the R-symmetry, one finds that it is connected to the Einstein-Hilbert term on M 3 as well as to some other terms that come from the appropriate off-shell supergravity multiplet in three-dimensions. This local term contributes nontrivially to the partition function on curved manifolds. Since this is the leading term that appears in the derivative expansion on M 3 , we obtain (1.4).
For six-dimensional theories there are more Chern-Simons terms that appear, and they again need to be appropriately supersymmetrized. The suitable off-shell supergravity formalism is not yet available in sufficient detail, so we do not have a comparably complete picture. However, by just considering the possible terms that can appear upon supersymmetrization and appealing to dimensional analysis, one can obtain enough information to propose the result (1.7).
The rest of this note is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss the relevant aspects of thermal field theory and hydrodynamics in the presence of anomalies. We consider in detail the example of a free Weyl fermion and give a non-perturbative derivation of (1.11).
In section 3 we discuss supersymmetric theories and prove (1.4) . In section 4 we present some consistency checks and applications of (1.4). In section 5 we outline the arguments leading to the proposal (1.7).
The Thermal Derivative Expansion and Anomalies

Preliminaries
It is generally expected that if a physical system is brought into contact with a thermal bath, then the system develops a gap. While many counter-examples to this are known, in the following we will assume that this scenario indeed holds (in particular, we assume that the global symmetries we discuss below are not spontaneously broken). More precisely, for the following discussion to hold true, we only need to assume that at some large enough temperature there are no gapless modes.
To study the equilibrium correlation functions of the theory, we place the theory on the Euclidean space R 3 × S 1 with S 1 of length β ≡ 1 T ≡ 2πr 1 . The boundary conditions for the fermions are taken to be anti-periodic. In this way, the path integral over
represents the usual thermal partition function
If we took the fermions to be periodic, then the partition function would correspond to an insertion of (−1) F in the right hand side (with F being the Z 2 -valued fermion number).
One may also be interested in studying equilibrium correlation functions. This can be done by coupling the theory on R 3 × S 1 to background fields. In particular, if we are interested in correlation functions of some conserved current, j µ , we could couple it to a background gauge field A µ in the usual way δS
. Similarly, we can study correlation functions of the energy-momentum tensor by coupling the theory to a background metric field.
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Since we will be only interested in zero-frequency correlation functions, it is sufficient for us to consider background fields that are independent of time. We therefore take the metric and gauge connection to have the following form
The total space is topologically M 4 = M 3 ×S 1 and i = 1, 2, 3 runs over the coordinates on M 3 . All background fields are taken to be functions of only the x i . X 4 ≃ X 4 + β describes a circle of length β. To simplify several formulae below, we set φ = 0 (it is straightforward to reintroduce φ).
Introducing a chemical potential µ in the partition function (2.1) corresponds to the constant background value A 4 = −iµ. Here there is a subtlety that will be important later, so we would like to make a brief digression. Normally, there are two equivalent ways of computing correlation functions in the presence of temperature and chemical potential.
One is to introduce the chemical potential as a background field for A 4 and the other is to gauge away A 4 at the expense of introducing twisted boundary conditions for charged fields. We would like to emphasize that these procedures are not equivalent in the presence of anomalies. Indeed, the required change of variables when going from one description to the other leads to a nontrivial Jacobian.
The high-temperature limit of the partition function as well as of any other equilibrium observable at zero frequency can be conveniently studied by KK reducing over the S 1 . Due to our assumption of a gap, we obtain a massive theory on M 3 . Upon integrating out the KK tower, we thus get a local generating functional for the background fields, W. This local generating functional for the background fields admits a derivative expansion (which is useful at high temperatures). This is the subject of the next subsection.
High-Temperature Effective Field Theory
At zeroth order in derivatives we have
with an arbitrary function P . Actually, in the absence of anomalies, A 4 would be a periodic
and so the function P should only depend on exp(iβA 4 ).
The terms which are first order in derivatives have been classified in [20] 
(In our convention for the metric, (2.2), the KK photon a is dimensionless. This accounts for the various factors of r 1 appearing in (2.4).) Note that the coefficients k 2 , k 3 are associated to field-dependent Chern-Simons terms. These are not standard terms in threedimensional QFT because they violate gauge invariance. Here we have infinitely many KK fields in three dimensions, so such non-gauge invariant terms may arise in principle due to the need to regulate the sum over the infinitely many KK fields.
The sum over the infinitely many KK fields has a preferred regularization. One requires that the partition function W satisfies the four-dimensional anomaly equation (in the equation below we ignore the mixed gauge-gravitational anomaly)
where C is the usual U (1) 3 anomaly coefficient, such that C = 1 for a left-handed fermion of unit charge. Dimensionally reducing the right hand side of (2.5) over the circle, we can match with the gauge variation of (2.4) and find
This means that some low momentum correlation functions in thermal field theory are completely determined by the flat-space anomaly coefficients. As has been emphasized in [20] , this provides a microscopic derivation of the chiral magnetic effect of [21] .
Note that such considerations do not fix k 1 because it multiplies a term that is invariant under small gauge transformations. This will be the subject of subsection 2.4.
Corrections from Anomaly Inflow
The generating functional constructed in the previous subsection reproduces the fourdimensional anomaly (2.5). As is well known [22] , this generates correlation functions of the so-called consistent (but non-invariant) currents. Consistent currents are derived from a four-dimensional effective action that satisfies (2.5) by taking a functional derivative with respect to the gauge field. However, as follows directly from (2.5), such currents are not themselve gauge invariant.
If we amend our four-dimensional theory by the five-dimensional term
then the full theory now becomes formally gauge invariant. Here N 5 is a five manifold such that ∂N 5 = M 4 . The superscript (5) signifies that these are some extensions to N 5 of our background fields. By taking a functional derivative of (2.7) with respect to the gauge field on M 4 , one finds currents which are gauge invariant. One therefore distinguishes the consistent currents from the invariant currents (more generally, the latter are called "covariant" currents). In many explicit calculations in QFT, the invariant rather than the consistent currents appear naturally. This will also be the case for us.
(There is no topological obstruction here.) The two formalisms that we discussed in subsection 2.1 regarding how to treat the theory in the presence of temperature and chemical potential become equivalent after our theory is amended by (2.7).
If we restrict to constant values for A 4 , the dimensional reduction of the 5d ChernSimons term (2.7) gives a total derivative on N 4 . (More precisely, one gets a term that is independent of small deformations of N 4 or of the gauge connection.) Therefore, it formally defines a 3d local action
If we now add (2.8) to (2.4) (and substitute (2.6)) we find the "covariant" onederivative effective action
We emphasize that the k 1 term is unaffected by whether we choose to study the ordinary effective action or the "covariant" effective action. By construction, functional derivatives of the effective action (2.9) correspond to correlation functions of the invariant currents.
In the following subsection we will check that (2.9) is indeed obtained from the thermal field theory of a single chiral fermion. In addition, the study of the free fermion will lead to a proof (valid for all Lagrangian theories) that
The Thermal Effective Action of a Free Weyl Fermion
Let us consider the four-dimensional theory of a massless Weyl fermion ψ α charged under a U (1) gauge field with charge e. We take the space to be topologically M 4 = M 3 × S 1 , with the curvature of M 3 much smaller than the inverse radius of the S 1 (i.e.
the KK scale). The fermion is assigned anti-periodic condition along the S 1 .
The dimensionally-reduced theory on M 3 is gapped, and the spectrum of the lowenergy theory on M 3 is a tower of fermions, with masses r 1 m n = n − er 1 A 4 , where n ∈ Z + 1/2. The tower is coupled to the three-dimensional gauge field A i and also to the graviphoton a i . Under the latter the nth particle carries charge n ∈ Z + 1/2.
Recall the following fact about the 3d theory of a single massive fermion ψ α with charges e x under the U (1) gauge fields A x : upon integrating this fermion out, one generates the Chern-Simons terms
Integrating out the nth KK fermion, we thus find (according to (2.11)) the following Chern-Simons terms:
It is crucial that (2.12) is (up to the familiar parity anomaly [23, 24] ) a correctly quantized, gauge invariant Chern-Simons term.
But now we need to sum over n ∈ Z + 1/2
This sum is divergent. We will regulate it using the zeta function. We need the following three sums:
evaluated at s = 0. For large enough s all the sums above converge. We take
2 ) for simplicity. After some algebra we find
(2.14)
We thus find the following effective action:
This effective action precisely coincides with (2.9) (for C = e 3 ) and also agrees with (2.10).
Zeta-function regularization thus corresponds to the generating functional for the correlation functions of covariant currents.
Several additional comments:
1. While the contribution from integrating out each individual field in the KK tower leads to a properly quantized Chern-Simons term, we see that the sum over the KK tower leads to incorrectly quantized (i.e. non-gauge invariant) Chern-Simons terms.
The term
A ∧ da, which is one of the Chern-Simons terms obtained above, was already computed in essentially this way, i.e. by integrating out the KK tower, in [16] . A∧da had depended on any continuous couplings, we would have arrived at a contradiction because upon promoting these couplings to background fields we would have violated gauge invariance under small gauge transformations.
Since there is no local four-dimensional anomaly to soak up this non-gauge invariance, any dependence on continuous coupling constants is therefore disallowed. We can thus compute the coefficient of M 3 1 r 1
A ∧ da at the free field theory point. By 't Hooft's anomaly matching, the formula (2.10) follows for any value of the coupling constants.
(One can view this argument as a non-perturbative generalization of [25] and therefore also of [16] .
4 ) An argument of similar nature has already appeared in a different context in [26] .
4. For non-Lagrangian theories the argument above immediately shows that the coeffi-
A ∧ da is independent of continuous coupling constants (therefore, the corresponding conductivities are independent of continuous coupling constants).
5. The two-point correlation functions that stem from (2.15) describe parity-odd terms in various zero-frequency two-point functions involving j µ and the energy-momentum tensor in the thermal state of free fermions. Those were studied using conventional thermal field theory one-loop diagrams, for example, in [27] (and see references therein). Our results for the free fermion completely agree.
Supersymmetric Theories
Preliminaries
An interesting class of observables in supersymmetric theories consists of their partition functions on compact spaces. The simplest case is that of the partition function on can be interpreted as
where H(M 3 ) is the Hilbert space of the the theory on M 3 and H is the Hamiltonian which generates motion along the S 1 .
Under the conditions explained above, spaces of the form M 3 × S 1 admit two supercharges of opposite charges under the R-symmetry. Denoting the corresponding SUSY transformations by δ ζ and δ ζ , the superalgebra is The dependence on β of (3.1) is generally nontrivial. This is because the states that contribute to the partition function are annihilated by K, but generally not by H.
A question that we would like to address here concerns with the β → 0 limit of (3.1).
One of our central findings is the following formula
where
and · · · stand for the additional terms required by supersymmetry. R (3) is the Ricci scalar associated to the metric h ij on M 3 (we shall use the usual convention, where the curvature of the sphere is positive).
We will now derive (3.4) and specify the additional terms in (3.5). In fact, we will derive a slightly more general form that reduces to (3.4) in the appropriate circumstances.
Consistency checks and applications will be discussed in section 4.
Derivation of the β → 0 Limit
Supersymmetry requires periodic boundary conditions for the fermions as we go around the S 1 in M 3 × S 1 . Thus, the main difference with respect to the discussion in section 2 of the thermal partition function is that now the low-energy theory in 3d has a gapless sector.
Let us reconsider for a moment the calculation of the thermal partition function of a free fermion (2.15) (we take e = 1 for simplicity). 
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Given that there is a massless fermion in the spectrum, does it make sense to discuss this local Chern-Simons term? The answer is certainly positive, for example, because this Chern-Simons term is proportional to 1/r 1 . Indeed, r 1 is not a scale in the theory of the massless fermion, so no separated-points correlation function contains r 1 . Consequently, this Chern-Simons term cannot be contaminated by nonlocal terms that arise due to the massless fermion. (All the non-local terms are finite in the limit r 1 → 0 because they do not contain r 1 .
6 ) Equivalently, the massless fermion is neutral under the KK photon gauge symmetry and hence cannot contribute non-local terms that depend on a.
In summary, for supersymmetric compactifications on M 3 × S 1 , once we reduce on the S 1 , there is necessarily the following local term in the generating functional on M 3 :
The gauge field A could be a background gauge field for the R-symmetry or for some flavor U (1) symmetry; the result (3.6) holds true in both cases (the extent to which this result 5 An easier way to arrive at the same conclusion is to consider directly the KK tower associated to a periodic fermion. The coefficient of M 3 A ∧ da then arises from the second sum in (2.13), but now with n ∈ Z. For A 4 = 0 this sum is just −1/6. Compare with (2.14).
should be viewed as proven has been discussed in section 2). In the following subsection we will discuss how to supersymmetrize (3.6). One can also discuss the other terms in (2.9).
Here we just focus on the most singular one, (3.6), which is related to the mixed gaugegravitational anomalies.
Supersymmetrization of (3.6) when A is the R-Symmetry Gauge Field
For the case that the gauge field A is taken to be the R-gauge field, the supersymmetrization of (3.6) proceeds by identifying A as a member of the N = 2 d = 3 supergravity multiplet. The supergravity multiplet consists of (h ij , b ij , C i , A
i ), i.e. the metric, a twoform gauge field b ij , a gauge field C i associated to the central charge, and a gauge field
that couples to the R-current.
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In order to supersymmetrize (3.6), we need to identity the KK photon field strength da with one of the fields in the 3d N = 2 supergravity multiplet. Define the field strength of the gauge field C i as
Then, in the context of dimensional reduction M 3 × S 1 over the circle (with some KK photon a), it has been shown in [6] that
Therefore, in order to supersymmetrize (3.6) we need to find a d = 3 N = 2 supergravity term that includes A (R) i v i . This is provided simply by the Einstein-Hilbert
where H = −iǫ ijk ∂ i b jk . We have dropped the terms including fermions, since they would not contribute to the partition function when we eventually substitute the appropriate background fields. M is an arbitrary mass scale. 7 This supergravity multiplet is analogous to new-minimal supergravity in four dimensions [29] .
At the linearized level, the supergravity fields couple to a supercurrent multiplet which contains a conserved R-current. For the general formalism see for example [30, 31] . It has been recently studied at the non-linear level by [32] . 8 This Lagrangian can be found in several ways, for example, it can be extracted from [32] or, with a little bit of work, from [6] .
Since the coefficient of (3.6) is fixed, we find that the scale M is fixed as well. We can summarize by quoting the contribution of (3.9) to the M 3 × S 1 partition function
For any given supersymmetric compactification on a manifold M 3 × S 1 , one now only needs to know the configuration of the background fields appearing in (3.11). These have already been fixed in full generality for any complex four-fold of the type M 3 × S 1 and for the corresponding Seifert manifold M 3 in [5, 6] . To keep our presentation short, instead of reviewing the results in generality, we will discuss some simple examples in the next section.
Supersymmetrization of (3.6) when A is a Flavor Gauge Field
The 3d 
where A is the flavor gauge field, D is proportional to the top component of the background vector multiplet in which A is embedded, and σ is the scalar in the same vector multiplet. v i and H were defined in the previous subsection.
Using (3.6) and (3.8) we infer that in the context of dimensional reduction over the S
. The Fayet-Iliopoulos D-term therefore contributes to the partition function the following singular term as β → 0:
In the following section we will see that the term (3.13) can be activated on various supersymmetric configurations, for example, when we turn on a real mass. Therefore, the small circle limit of the partition function contains a term that is fixed by the mixed gauge-gravitational Tr(U (1)) anomaly (for any flavor symmetry).
Applications
Hopf Surfaces
An interesting example to consider is the partition function over M 4 = S We are thus ready to compute L S 3 b (3.11), and we find
If there exists a continuous global symmetry we can turn on a real mass and study the effect on the partition function by evaluating the integral in (3.13). The curved-space version of a real mass corresponds to turning on σ = m and D = −mH (see [6] ). We then find that for such a configuration of background fields
9 For a review, see [33] .
Combining (4.3) and (4.4) we find the asymptotic form of the partition function on the
The equation above is consistent with the fact that the dependence on the R-symmetry should be such that a shift of the R-current can be compensated by some shift of the real mass. The coefficient that relates the shift in the R-current and the shift in the real mass can be calculated in complete generality as explained in [34] (and see references therein), in agreement with (4.5).
The supersymmetric index corresponding to the space S 3 b × S 1 has been computed in various theories, and in some cases its β → 0 asymptotics has been explicitly discussed.
See for example [35, 36, 37] . Our claim (4.5) agrees with these computations.
In the preceding discussions we have not been careful about distinguishing the partition function from the index. On general grounds, we expect that they differ by local counter-terms and by Casimir energy factors (Casimir energy factors are indeed present, see for example [38, 39] ). Both of these effects necessarily scale like O(β), therefore they are inconsequential as far as the singular terms in β go. As an example, in the appendix we compute the partition function for the simplest possible case, i.e. a free chiral multiplet on S 3 × S 1 , and verify (4.5) (with m = 0). Of course, the fact that the chiral multiplet computation gives (4.5) as anticipated is related by supersymmetry to the fact that a free fermion contributes (1.10) to the generating functional, as we have seen explicitly in section 2.
The computations in section 2 and in the appendix rely on some zeta-function regularization. How do we know they are right? There are several properties that our procedure satisfies. First of all, it produces the same singular terms in the partition function as in the supersymmetric index, which is what one naively expects as explained above. Second, the result (2.10), from which everything we have discussed up to here follows essentially without extra assumptions, has been derived also in different ways and in different situations. See the references in section 2. Third, our regularization procedure for the free fermion field precisely reproduces the first line of (2.9). The first line of (2.9) is fixed by anomalous Ward identities and therefore it must be right. Finally, analogous consistency checks on the coefficients of low-energy Chern-Simons terms exist in five dimensions (see the next section for references).
In spite of that, a different regularization procedure was employed in [40, 41] and it was found that the term (3.11) and thus (1.10) have vanishing coefficients. Since at this point we can only see arguments supporting our result (rather than the vanishing result),
we assume that our regularization procedure is correct. We emphasize that we do not have a proof that our regularization procedure is correct, only several strong arguments.
It would be very interesting to resolve this tension. Note however that if one restricts to the Römelsberger index rather than the partition function, then the results of [41] are consistent with (4.5). Therefore, the methods and applications developed and discussed in this paper would be useful either way (both in d = 4 and d = 6).
Geometric Invariants
We will now make a few brief comments on a subject that requires a more thorough treatment. In [33, 34] it was shown that the partition function on some complex M 4 does not depend on the Hermitian metric, rather, only on the complex structure of M 4 . In particular, there is the following family of metrics on S 3 × S 1 , all of which correspond to the same p, q: . The background field v i vanishes. This family of metrics has been first discussed in [42] (see also [43] ).
Our claims can therefore be consistent only if the integrated local terms appearing in (3.11),(3.13) do not depend of f (ψ) (except for the values of f (ψ) at the boundaries).
Indeed, evaluating the local term (3.11) we find that
Similarly, a real mass term in curved space corresponds to setting D = −mH and one can thus see that in (3.13) the dependence on f (ψ) cancels altogether.
This means that we have found local densities that are invariant under some subset of the metric deformations of transverse holomorphic foliations. These local densities are therefore somewhat analogous to the familiar topological invariants in even dimensions. A more complete understanding of such invariants is beyond the scope of this paper. 
The Free Vector Field
So far, when we wrote equations such as (4.5) we have implicitly assumed that the massless sector does not produce terms which depend singularly on r 1 . This assumption can be spoiled if there are infrared divergences, namely, if the massless sector in three dimensions does not have a finite partition function on M 3 . Here we will study the simplest example where this takes place and show that the singular term in r 1 is only logarithmic, so the leading singularity in r 1 is still governed by (4.5). We will argue that this is generally the case.
Consider a free vector multiplet in four dimensions. When we take the limit r 1 → 0, the three-dimensional theory that remains is the three-dimensional vector multiplet (whose bosonic degrees of freedom are a gauge field and a scalar). The latter theory has an infinite S 3 partition function because the scalar in the 3d vector multiplet has no curvature coupling. In other words, the Coulomb branch is not lifted. In addition, since the vector field in d = 3 is dual to a scalar with a shift symmetry, another divergence arises from the vector field. Therefore, the O(1) term in (4.5) actually diverges! If we keep r 1 finite but small, then the scalar in the three-dimensional vector multiplet has a finite radius (due to large four-dimensional gauge transformations) and the gauge coupling of the threedimensional vector field is finite. The divergence as r 1 → 0 is due to the fact that the moduli space becomes non-compact, and hence it appears logarithmically in log Z. The 1/r 1 term is therefore still present as claimed in (4.5) but the O(1) term is actually a logarithm of r 1 . Indeed, the superconformal index of a free four-dimensional vector multiplet is given by 8) and expanding this expression in the limit r 1 → 0 we find
The leading term nicely agrees with (4.5). Concerning the logarithmic piece, a single scalar in three dimensions contributes such a logarithmic term with coefficient − 1 2 , and since here we have two such scalars (one comes from the holonomy in four dimensions and the other from dualizing the three-dimensional gauge field), the coefficient of the logarithm is precisely as expected.
More generally, for gauge theories with a Coulomb branch which is not lifted by 3d classical or quantum corrections, we expect the Coulomb branch to be always compact if r 1 is kept finite, and thus the partition function only diverges as a power law related to the number of moduli. This only affects log Z logarithmically in r 1 .
N = 1 Superconformal Field Theories
It is interesting to specialize (4.5) to the case of N = 1 superconformal field theories.
We can choose the R-symmetry to be the superconformal one and turn off the mass terms in (4.5). Using the relation to the trace anomalies [7] Tr(U (1) R ) = 16(a − c) , (4.10)
we can rewrite the asymptotic form of the partition function as
Radial quantization allows us to reinterpret this partition sum as counting local operators in R 4 that sit in short representations of the superconformal group. When these short representations are counted with signs, one finds a quantity that does not depend on continuous coupling constants [8] . The parameter β then couples to the Hamiltonian The connection between the sign of a − c and the asymptotic structure of short representations is reminiscent of [44] . Let us also point out that a different relation between the superconformal index and the Weyl anomalies a, c has been recently discussed in the context of N = 2 superconformal theories in [45] .
Interestingly, in the context of CFTs with a holographic dual, a − c plays a crucial role as an order parameter for new primary operators of high spin [46] . It would be nice to understand if there is a relation to our results.
Six Dimensions
In this section we will outline the generalization to field theories in 6d. This will lead us to propose a relation between anomalies and the asymptotic behavior of the supersymmetric index in (1, 0) theories.
Let us start by discussing the thermal partition function for a non-supersymmetric 6d theory. This is given by the Euclidean path integral over a manifold of the type
, with anti-periodic conditions for the fermions along the circle. When the theory has a certain global symmetry group G, we can couple it to background gauge fields A µ and consider the partition function as a functional of the background metric g µν and of A µ . The theory at finite temperature is generically gapped. In the limit of small β = 2πr 1 we can write a local effective action for the (dimensionally reduced) sources on
Importantly, the 5d effective action must match the anomalous variation of the generating functional of the 6d theory. Like in 4d, there can be anomalies in background G gauge transformations and mixed G-gravitational anomalies. Moreover, in 6d there can be purely gravitational anomalies. The eight-form anomaly polynomial is [47, 48] At order r −3
1 there is ∼ a∧da∧da, where a is the KK photon. This is gauge invariant under small KK gauge symmetry transformations. As in our discussion in section 2, the coefficient of this term is expected to be fixed by the purely gravitational anomalies A and B. At order r anomalies A and B, while the latter is expected to be fixed by the mixed anomaly C.
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(Note that in 5d, in addition to massive fermions, also massive tensor (two-form) fields generate such Chern-Simons term when they are integrated out [49, 50] . This is necessary for the relations below between Chern-Simons terms and anomalies to make sense.) In the small radius limit the thermal partition function will contain terms at order r would be absent while the other singular terms will be related by supersymmetry to the Chern-Simons terms discussed above. Therefore, the singular terms in r 1 will be all fixed by the anomalies A, B, C.
We will only consider 6d (1, 0) supersymmetric theories in the background M 6 = S 5 × S 1 . Various squashings of the five-sphere preserving an SU (3) × U (1) isometry and two or more supercharges have been studied in [51, 12, 52, 53, 54] . The partition function on this background computes the index [12, 52, 55, 56 ]
, where j 1 is the generator of U (1), j 2,3 are Cartan generators of SU (3) in a suitable basis and R is the Cartan of the SU (2) R R-symmetry (we are using the notation of [12] ). We parametrize the fugacities where ω 1,2,3 ∈ C with Re(ω 1,2,3 ) > 0 and r 1 (r 5 ) is the radius of the S 1 (S 5 ). In the round case ω 1 = ω 2 = ω 3 = 1. We expect (ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 ) to be expressed in terms of the squashing parameters of the five-sphere. In some examples, the precise relation can be found in [12] .
The index (5.2) can be further generalized to include fugacities for the possible flavor symmetries of the theory.
In the limit r 1 → 0 with ω 1,2,3 fixed, the leading behavior of the index (5.2) is 11 Like in 4d, such Chern-Simons terms arising from dimensional reduction are associated to non-dissipative transport coefficients in hydrodynamics. The relations between these transport coefficients and anomalies for 6d theories of free Weyl fermions appeared in [15] and an argument for their general validity was given in [19] .
where κ 1,2,3 are theory-dependent coefficients, and the normalization is such that κ 1 = κ 2 = κ 3 = 1 for a free vector multiplet.
We propose that 1.) The terms at order r The coefficients in (5.5) agree with the example of a free theory of n H hypermultiplets, n V vector multiplets, and n T tensor multiplets. In this case we have 6) while the anomaly coefficients are given by
The facts that in free theories κ 1 only depends on A and B, and there is a combination of κ 2,3 which only depends on C, are non-trivial checks of our proposal. Since the anomaly coefficients, the various Chern-Simons terms, and the index are invariant under RG flows, the conjecture automatically holds true for all theories that are connected to free ones by RG flows.
As a simple test of our conjecture for a theory not connected to any free theory, we consider non-abelian (2, 0) theories. The analogy with the maximally supersymmetric case in d = 4 (see the comment in subsection 4.4), and consistency with dimensional reduction from 6d/5d to 4d/3d, suggest that the leading divergence r −3 1 must be always absent in this case. This is in agreement with our proposal (5.5), because A = −5B for this class of theories [57, 58] . Various proposals for the computation of the S 5 × S 1 index in these theories have been put forward in the literature, see for instance [52, 38, 59, 60] . In [38, 59, 60] the small r 1 limit is also discussed, and the leading r superconformal theories one could rewrite some of the anomalies above in terms of the conformal anomalies (see [61] for a recent discussion in the context of (2, 0) theories).
For every mode (φ (n) , ψ (n) ), we diagonalize the Laplacian and the Dirac operator on S r This result agrees perfectly with the prediction (4.5). As we stressed in the main body of the text, such singular terms are scheme independent because no local 4d term can contribute singular terms in r 1 .
